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I am very proud of him. He was well known. -We had four children but just

one^ i,s living * Who if*>t:he mother of four boys and a girl. Just 14ke I want.

Her name is Lucinda Lewis Tiger.' Her boys are, her oldest is Johnny, next

Jerome the artist, Kenneth and Marcie Greta who is the baby. And I have five

great-grand children. And I love them all. My great-grandchildren are just

like my grandchildreiXthAt I have. They're not any different. Greta the

baby is now going to college. And I used to wear long dresses. Twice as
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long as they wear now. And in that day, my grandma and mother used to wear

long skirts with blouses. They must have bought a lot of yards to make them

dresses. But now you don't have to buy many yards. And I used to stay with/

grandma alot when I was about ten or twelve years old.

COOKING- INDIAN FOOD

She used to cook lot of Indian foods. She^used to have soikey. She could

make sofkey and sour bread and blue dumplings and home made hominy and abus-
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key and (word not clear). We always had that food. But now a days, I don't

know (words not clear). I can make sofkey but I don't hardly ever make it

because it.takes long time to cook it. My mother used to cook it outside.

They build a big fir.e and big pot and. just cook it outside in those'days.

They used to cook their meals outside. And then in some houses they had

big fireplaces where they cook it on that. They didn't hardly have no cook-

ing stove like there is now. And one of my grandson we was Jerome Tiger.

But he was the great artist. God blessed^him, he's gone now. I do not think
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of him like that. I think of him as if he were here with me. I h$ve his
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pictures hanging ip. my room. When I'm alone I talk to him. And it seems if
he's smilirig at me.\ It's Jerome that has two little pretty girls and one

\
little son who was just a week old when he left them. But I always pray for*
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him that,I will be with my love ones that has already gone on, and passed t

thorough this world. \ •
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